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Stomatological Disease and Science (Stomatological Dis Sci, SDS) is a newly launched, international, peer reviewed, open access academic journal which comprises the outstanding achievements of the world’s leading researchers in dentistry. By publishing high-quality and novel articles in a wide range of categories, this journal is dedicated to expanding and evolving the knowledge of contemporary dentistry. Basic scientists and clinical dental specialists will be able to obtain valuable information and innovative ideas from the Stomatological Dis Sci articles. The mission of Stomatological Dis Sci is to provide the dental community with a reliable source of information relevant to current developments and discoveries in dentistry. The journal also acts as a forum for exchanging interdisciplinary scientific knowledge from a clinical, professional and an educational point of view.

Stomatological Dis Sci emphasizes the importance of the worldwide collaboration and cooperation in various dental research fields. The topics covered in this journal include clinical and basic sciences relevant to the oral cavity, oral and maxillofacial surgery, implantology, periodontics, endodontics, orthodontics, operative dentistry, pediatric dentistry, prosthodontics, oral pathology, material science, stem cell research, epidemiology and salivary research, etc. Any types of manuscripts submission, such as case reports, case series, new technology reports, short communications, original research articles, review articles, editorials, letters to editor, etc. are all welcomed. To sum up, the latest concept in a variety of research area is collected and summarized in this journal for the readers.

For reprints contact: service@oaepublish.com
As the Editor-in-Chief of this promising journal, I am deeply grateful to all the authors for their excellent works and remarkable contributions. Each issue offers useful reports and articles to the dental practitioners and research experts. We encourage both clinical and basic research professionals to submit manuscripts on practical and scientific key issues in dentistry of all disciplines. We are looking forward to receive extraordinary manuscripts and to promote the development in the cutting-edge of dentistry.
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